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At the request of BNYL, a series of sub-crItical assemblies,
related to the long-term storage of dismantled CAGR fuel clusters.
was Included In a programme of experiments with 3.0X enriched
uranium oxide pin. In a CAGR skip in the Dimple reactor.

The Modified Source Multiplication technique (HSM) was used to
' obtain the negative reactivity of each sub-critical assembly

relative to a small negative reactivity Imposed on a critical con-
figuration. Neutron sources vwer placed at or near the centre of
the skip and count rates were measured with neutron detectors at a
range of locations. Eigen-value and aource-mode calculations vere
used to predict the corrections for each detector to allov for the
depature from the point-model approximation, where count rt are
inversely proportional to sub-criticality.

2D diffusion-theory methods, cross-checked Against 3D
diffusion theory and 2D transport theory, were used to obtain the
required correction factors and so deduce the sub-criticality of
each array. The measured k-values shov good agreement with
predictions using transport theory and LWR-WIHS dotas
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CRITICAL AND SUB-CRITICAL HEASURMENtTS WITH 3.0S ENRICHED
URANIUM OXIDE PINS IN A DORON-STEEL WALLED CAGR SKIP

INTRODUCTION

The zero-power, vater-coderated reactor Dimple, at AZE Winfrith, La
currently engaged on a progras e to validate the methods and data applied
in the assessment of criticality hazards in the UK. The first series of
experiments In this programme is based on light-water moderated arrays of
3.02 enriched uranium oxide pins In a 20 compartment, boron-steel walled
transport skip. This type of skip is used by the CEGB for shipments of
Irradiated CAGR fuel and so provides a realistic environment for generic
studeie and for the development of sub-critical monitoring techniques.
The experiments described below were designed to investigate one possible
future application of this type of skip, Its proposed use by 8NYL for the
interim storage of dismantled CAGR fuel in Pond 5 at Sellafield.

The experiment. comprised one critical reference assembly and a
series of sub-critical assemblies. The sub-critical k-values were
established throughout, using the Modified Source Multiplication
technique, a method thst has become increasingly attractive *a calculation
methods have steadily Improved. In this approach, neutron sources are
placed within the assembly and count-rates sre measured vith neutfon ?
detectors at a range of locations. Calculation is then used to predict
the departure from the point model approximation, where the detector count
rates are Inversely proportional to the sub-criticality.

The experimental k-values for the sub-critical assemblies are
presented below and compared with prediction.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ASSEMBLIES

GENERAL ARRANCEMENT

For the experiment, the skip, which Is a prototype version, was
shortened, to reduce Its helght to that of the Dimple fuel and to
eliminate a series of holes at the top and bottom, which would have
presented modelling difficulties In deterministic calculations. In its
modified form, thie skip is l.3mx1.1mxO.7m high. it consists of boron-
cteel.plates, 5Sm thick, arranged In a welded egg-box structure to provide
a 5x4 array of compartments, each 258mm square. The boron content of this
prototype has been measured as (1.1f±.05)wlo, which Is nearly twice the
specified minimum of 0.6w/ol. The uncertainty In boron content has been
calculated to correspond to less then i0.003 dk.
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The layout of the skip In the reactor tank is illustrated In
Figure 1. The assembly Is supported by eight U-shaped aluminium beats,
mounted on a tubular steel chassis. Aluminiust lattice plates at the top
and bottom of the skip locate the fuel pine and provide a total of 365
locations in each compartment, a 14x14 array, with a second 13x13 array at
the Interstitial positions, each array having a pitch of 17.9ma.

The fuel is aintered 3.0S enriched uranium oxide pellets, 5.06am
radius, wrapped In stacks, In 0.04gm thick aluminium foil to facilitate
handling. These pellet packs are loaded in stainless-steel cans, with a
0.27mm wall and 5.46mm outer radius, to give a fuel height of 693am.

r.kAlthough the pins have a smaller diameter than the CAGR type, calculations
confirmed that equating them In terms of oxide area is a reasonable
assumption, giving k-value differences of less than 0.O03dk.

CRITICAL LOADING

s S' The loading of each compartment in the critical assembly Is
>illustrated In Figure 2a. It comprises a regularly-spaced square array of

g S14x14 pins on a 17.9mm pitch, corresponding to 106 CAGR pins. The loading
was critical with a flooded fuel height of 50cm.

Foil measurements in the critical assembly established the reaction
rates of importance to the neutron balance In the fuel and mapped the

7 p'-** flssion-rate distributions through the skip, confirming that there were no
gross asymmetries present. The water height reactivity coefficient,
dp/dH, was calibrated using period measurements and, on this basis, a
water level was chosen to provide a suitable sub-critical reference
configuration for the subsequent HMV measurements, in this case, with a
k-value of 0.993. To provide a closer comparison with the other
sub-critical assemblies, measurements were also made in the 196 pin
loading with a flooded fuel height uf 33cm, corresponding to a k-value of

* about 0.93.

SUB-CRITICAL ASSEMBLIES

The sub-critical assemblies for BNFL used circular clusters of pins,
uniformly distributed over a diameter of 21Smm. This is typical of the
size container being considered for the Interim storage of CACR fuell.

The first assembly contained 112 pins grouped at the centre of each
compartment, see Figure 2b. This cluster, which corresponds to 61 CAGR
pins, vas chosen as being representative of the most reactive array of
uniformly distributed pins.

Since BNFL calculations had predicted that radial movements of the
clutters could increase reactivity, the clustero were rearranged as shown

* in Figure 3a, into a 'groups of 4" configuration, and then moved as close
as possible to the centre of the skip.

Measurements were also made with 221 pin clusters, see Figure 2c,
which correspond to 119 CACR pins, ie about l0X more than the maximum
loading considered by BNFL. In this case, however, the clusters were
moved to the 'closest to skip centre" configuration only, see Figure 3b,
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both calculation and experiment indicating that, In terms of k-value, this
was little different to the 'groups of 4' arrangement.

For all sub-critical assemblies the fuel pins were fully flooded,
the water being 7.5c above the top of the fuel.

THE HSH TECHNIQUE AND ITS APPLICATION

In the point-model approximation, the calculated reaction-rate, R,
on any detector in a sub-critical assembly Is Inversely proportional to
the imposed negative reactivity, p, where:

I
p -- _ - 1

k

In comparing two sub-critical states, the departure from this
approximation for a given detector can be obtained from calculation as:

F W[P2 R21
pi Rtj Calc

where the reaction rates are from source-code calculations and, to provide
consistency with the normal calculation routes, the reactivities are from
eigen-value calculations.

Using experimental count rates, C, from the detector, the corrected
experimental ratio of the reactivlties is then given by:

[ Expt [ Expt
Thus the reactivity of various assemblies can be obtained by comparison
with a well-defined reference assembly. The success of this application
of the technique, as demonstrated by the consistency of the reactivitles
obtained from detectors at different positions in Zebra assemblies2, is
due to It being relatively insensitive to systematic errors in the calcu-
lations. Thus an overestimate of the calculated subcriticality results in
an underestimate of the flux levels in the source-mode calculation and
these errors largely cancel In the factor F.

A diagnostic approach was used In the application of this technique
in Dimple, to investigate the feasibility of using it generally for noni-
toring.,sub-cri.Ucality. Diffusion theory was chosen as the main method
for the eigen-value and source-mode calculations. This allowed 3D

, modelling, with an adequate number of neutron-energy groups, while keeping
computing times within reasonable bounds. However, to identify any

- deficiencies in this approach, a number of calculations were repeated
usng transport theory. The experiments included a study of the Influence
of both detector location and neutron vource distribution.
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EXPERIMENTS

NEUTRON SOURCES

A total of six Cf252 sources, each emitting _8xOl 6n/sec, ere used
In the skip. These were installed in groups of three, in two steel tubes,
23mm in diameter, and uere separated by cylindrical steel spacers to
approximate to a source spread axially along the submerged fuel height.

In'each assembly the source tubes were lpeated near the centre of
the two central compartments of the skip, see Figure 4, displacing 4 fuel
pins In the 196 and 112 pin arrays and 5 in the 221 pin arrays. With this
arrangement the radial power profile is very sensitive to k-value. To
reduce this sensitivity, In three cases, the reference assembly and the
centred 112 and 221 pin clusters, the sources were moved radially, to
provide a more uniform distribution through the fuel. This was achieved
by moving the source tubes to the next pair of adjacent compartments.
Adding counts from detectors located symmetrically about the centrp-plane
of the skip parallel to the plane of the sources, see Figure 4, then
yielded results appropriate to sources in four compartments.

NEUTRON DETECTORS

W Neutron detectors to monitor the reactivity were placed at a total
of 29 locations, with the centrally positioned sources, and at the
equivalent of 9 locations, with the radially distributed sources. All
locations are shown in Figure 4.

Four small BF3 counters,. installed in steel tubes were used inside
the skip. These were adjusted axially with perspex spacers to align the
centre of the sensitive volume with the centre of the submerged fuel, ie
34cm above the bottom of the fuel In all the sub-critical assemblies and
24cm and 16cm for the 196 pin loadings. The detectors were inter-
calibrated to better than IZ and were moved radially within each assembly
to establish reaction-rate distributions vithin compartments and from
compartment to compartment. In the 196 and 112 pin arrays these detectors
occupied interstitial positions; in the 221 pin clusters each detector
displaced a fuel pin.

Immediately outside the skip, two larger BF counters were located
In tubes fixed to the skip wall. Like those Insile, these were adjusted
axially to coincide with the centre of the submerged fuel. Finally, at
positions 50mm to 100m from the skip vall, two fission counters and a

further BF3 counter were located in submersible pods. In these cases the
axial locations were not changed, the centres of the sensitive volumes

nremaining level with the lower part of the fuel throughout.

EXPERIMENTAL UNCERTAINTIES

In the 196 pin reference configuration the water level was adjusted
to about 49cm to maintain a negative reactivlty of 0.00713dp for each
neutron source distributlon.. No adjustments were necessary when the

17S.\f.'. ,.
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locations of the detectors within the skip were changed. The uncertainty
in this reactivity comprises ±2% from the measurement of dp/dH, with a
further t5% arising from the calculated delayed neutron parameters used to
convert the period measurements to absolute reactivities.

For all the assemblies the count-rate ratios, relative to the
reference configuration, were obtained with a statistical uncertainty
which was generally less than ±1%. Repeat measurements indicated that the
reproducibility of detector location within the skip contributed a further
±1%. Corrections vere necessary to the count-rates to allow for the decay
of the californium sources (half-life 2.65 years). The validity of these
corrections was confirmed, within the uncertainties above, by measurements
in the referance array separated by nearly 150 days, corresponding to a
10% decrease in source strength. Finally, an additional uncertainty arose
from asymmetries within the skip. These were generally random in nature
and contributed a further ±2% to 3X, bringing the total random uncertainty
ii the count-rate ratios to just over ±3.

CALCULATIONS

In each assembly the calculations to provide the correction factors
for the MSM technique used XY geometry models, with the SNAP diffusion-
theory code3 and 8-group cross-sectLons prepared with LWR-WIMS methods4.
An axial buckling derived from measurements In the critical system was
imposed on the models, that for the reference configuration being adjusted
by the equivalent of -0.013dk, to give the correct k-value.

To identify any deficiencies in the SNAP method, a transport-theory
approach was also used to obtain the correction factors for two of the
assemblies. This was based on 4-group, XY geometry TWOTRAN
calculations5.

The radial locations of the source tubes were modelled precisely In
the calculations. To allow for the axial distribution, the source
strength input Into the XY source-mode models was equated to that in the
experiments, assuming a cosine variation in the worth of source neutrons.
This assumption was checked by a comparison of the XY source-mode data
with that from XYZ models, where the axial locations of the sources could
be represented precisely. The results confirmed that the reaction rates
at the various detector positions on the centre-plane of the XYZ model
agreed to within ±1% with those from XY calculations. The 3D results also
demonstrated that, for those detectors outside the skip, which were below
the horizontal centi'r-plane, axial reaction-rate corrections, based on a
cosine variation, introduced uncertainties of less than ±1%.

As seen in Figures 2a and 2b, the 196 pin and 112 pin clusters
occupy'positions on a square array,-where the XY axes are parallel with
the compartment walls and the whole assembly can be modelled readily in XY
geometry. However, for the close-packed clusters of 221 pins (see
'Figure 2c), the natural XY axes are at 45 to the skip walls and it was
necessary to rotate the clusters'to achieve alignment. Monte Carlo
calculations have shown that the effects of these rotations on the
k-values, for these near-circular clusters, are small.
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Because of the large number of neutron detector locations within the
skip, these were omitted from the modols for each eaceebty. Their

. W perturbing Influence on reaction rates was Investigated In subsidiary
calculationa. These show that, relativa to the reference configuration,
the corrections are small for all positions except those in the 221 pin
clusters, wuere, due to the removal of a fuel pin, a correction factor of
1.54 is required. Pending a more detailed Investigation, a systematic
uncertainty of M32 has been assumed for this correction.

It Is of interest to note that the calculated reaction rates,
relative to the reference configuration vary markedly vith position, due
primarily to the reaction-rate distribution becoming more peaked as the
system become. more sub-crltical. Thus, In the centred 112 pin cluster
came with central sources the amount the assembly io sub-critlcal has
Increased by a factor of 32, while the decrease in reaction rate varte
from about a factor of 10, for the detector nearest to the source, to over
500 for the detector furthest from the skip. There is sone Improvement
with the distributed sources, the decrease In reaction rate becoming just
over a factor of 100 for the detector furthest from the skip. However, It

: >gcan be seen that, In both cases, the MSH technique is being subjected to a
,* W . relatively severe test.

EXPERIKENTAL RESULTS

Table 1 a-marLmns the experimental k-values obtained for the six
sub-critical assemblies using diffusion theory with central and dLstni-
buted sources and transport theory with central sources alone. The
average k-value from all the detector locations is shown In the 4th
column, where in common with the other results in the table, the uncer-
tainties correspond to the standard deviation of one detector result about
the mean. It can be seen that the average k-values obtained range from
about 0.77 for the centred 221 pin clusters up to 0.93 for the t96 pin
configuration, with the submerged fuel height reduced to 33cm.

In general, with central neutron sources and diffusion-theory
methods, the observed standard deviations tend to be over twice the esti-
mated values, which are typically ±0.010 for the 221 pin clusters and
±0.006 for the 112 pin clusters. Only In the 196 pin configuration ere
the estimated and observed uncertainties the same, ie ±0.002, which Is not
surprising, as the change In reactivity from the reference configuration
is relatively small and the detector environments are unchanged.

Table 1 also shows the k-values obtained from groups of detectors,
la those within fuel clusters, those in compartment corners and those
outside the skip. With diffusion-theory methods and central neutron
sources, the k-values from the detectors in the skip corners tend to be
below the mean, uhile those outside the skip tend to be above.
Fortuitously, the mean values are close to those from the detectors In the
fuel clusters. Comparing calculated a*d measured reaction-rate scans
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demonstrated that these trends were due to SNAP overestimating reaction
rates in the water In the corners of the skip, relative to the fuel, while
also overestimating the attentuation of neutrons through the skip.

With distributed neutron sourcee and diffusion theory, there is bone
reduction in the standard deviation about the mean for each group of
detectors, reflecting an improvement in the predictions of the reactlon-
rate variation from compartment to compartment. However, the differences
between the results from the detectors In the fuel clusters and those in
the compartment corners remain. These are largely eliminated by the use
of transport-theory. This provides better predictions of reaction-rate
variations within the compartments and from compartment to compartment,
bringing the k-values from all three sets of detectors into agreement and
reducing the standard deviations to values closer to those estimated.
Fron this analysis, when only central neutron sources and diffusion theory
have been used, the k-values from the detectors in the fuel clusters are
tfie'recommended results. A comparison of the uncertainties with the
estimated values suggests that the approximations In this approach
introduce an additional uncertainty of about ±4X in the reactivity
estimates.

COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND EXPERIHENTAL K-VALUES

Table 2 suarises the recommended k-values and compares the results
with SNAP and TWOTRAN predictions using the LWR-WIHS data set. The total
estimated uncertainties in the reactivities Include *5% from the absolute
reactivity calibration and !32 from the 221 pin cluster detector perturba-
tion corrections; in addition, provisionally, a t4% contribution from the
analysis method has been assumed throughout.

The comparison shows that the TWOTRAN predictions agree with the
experiments, within the experimental uncertainties. The SNAP predictions
underestimate experiment, generally by 002dk.

The changes in k-value due to cluster movements within the compart-
ments can be obtained from Table 2. However, an analysis of the changes
In count rate on each detector yields more precise estimates, as this
reduces the influence of any systematic errors arising from the detector
location. The results from the detectors within the fuel clusters
obtained in this way are given below, where the predominant uncertainty in
the values Is the t4% arising from the method:

Centred 112 pin clusters moved to groups of 4 : 0.020+0.008

Centred 112 pin clusters moved to closest to : 0.021Y0.008
skip centre

Centred 221 pin clusters moved to closest to: 0.028+0.011
skip centre

Both'the TWOTRAN and SNAP predictions agree well with these values.
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CONCLUSIONS

The k-walues of six arrays of 3t enriched uranitu oxide pins in a
CACR skip-Insert have been measured using the modified source multiplica-
tion technique. The k-values obtained range from 0.93 down to 0.77, with
an experimental uncertainty corresponding to -7% (I standard deviation) in
the amount each assembly was sub-critIcal.

XY geometry TWOTRAN calculations, with LWR-WIMS data and an applied
experimental axial buckling, give very good agreement with the measured
k-values.

As well as demonstrating that the modified source multiplication
technique Is a promising means of measuring sub-crLticality, the expert-
ments described have also provided valuable supporting evidence for the
BNFL case for the storage of dismantled CAGR fuel.

The programme with the skip has aroused wide interest and further
measurements are being considered. These include the introduction of
voids, which between the fuel clusters and the boron-steel walls can
produce large Increases in reactivity, the Introduction of boron poisoning
In the water and the use of higher enrichment fuel. The feasibility of
Introducing severe power distribution asymmetries by simulating a major
loading error in the skip, with 7S enriched uraniur-oxide pins, is also
under Investigation in collaboration with the CEA.
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TABLE 1 - k-VALUES FROM MSM EXPERIMENTS

k-values frou MSH

Array Source Code Detector Locations
Location Used Average

for In- Skip Outside
MOH cluster Corners Skip

196 pins, fuel Centred SNAP 0.934 0.934 - 0.934
flooded to 33cm ±0.002 '0.002 t0.002

Distributed SNAP 0.935 0.936 _ 0.934
+0.002 +0.002 W0.002

112 pin clusters, Centred SNAP 0.843 0.843 0.830 0.865
centered '0.017 '0.011 !0.013 ±0.012

Distributed SNAP 0.836 0.838 0.824 0.844
±0.010 +0.007 ±O.003 ±0.013

Centred TVOTRAN 0.835 0.831 0.844 0.831
40.009 ±D.006 ±0.006 tO.008

112 pin clusters, Centred SNAP 0.860 0.863 0.847 0.873
groups of 4 fO.013 ±0.009 ±0.009 ±0.010

112 pin clusters, Centred SNAP 0.863 0.864 0.849 0.883
closest to skip +0.014 ±0.008 ±0.009 +0.012
centre

221 pin clusters, Centred SNAP 0.775 0.771 0.760 0.808
centered ±0.023 ±0.018 ±0.017 ±0.022

Distributed SNAP 0.776 0.766 0.755 0.779
tO.012 tO.008 tO.013 ±0.014

Centred TWOTRAN 0.770 0.762 0.779 0.778
t0.015 t0.013 +0.012 ±0.011

221 pin tlusters; Centred SNAP 0.795 0.799 0.768 0.834
closest to skip ±0.026 -0.011 tO.013 tO.018
centreI

4
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TABLE 2 - COMPAMISON OF EXPERIkENTAL K-VALUES WITH PREDICTION;

Prd ictioub

Array Experiment' TWOTRAN SNAP
(Transport (Diffusion
Theory) Theory)

196 pins, fuel flooded 0.936±0.005 -

to 33cm

112 pin clusters, 0.835±0.013 0.844 0.813
centred

112 pin clusters, 0.86310.011 0.861 0.842
groups of 4

112 pin clusters, 0.864t0.011 0,867 0.839
closest to skip centre

221 pin clusters, 0.770±0.022 0.778 0.751
centred

221 pin clusters, 0.799±0.019 0.801 0.777
closest to skip centre

NOTE

* The uncertainties correspond to 1 standard deviation.

b Both sets of predictions used the LWR-UIHS data set 4.
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FIGURE I - LAYOtUT OF CACR SKIP I14 DIhPLE

PART VIEW OF SKIP WIT
3 % ENRICHED URANIUk
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*FIGURE 2 - TYPICAL COMPARTMEWT LOADINGS

a) 196 -Pin Critical Loading

b) Centred 112-Pin Cluster c) Centred 221-Pin Cluster

I

* Occupied Pin-Position

. * . ° Unoccupied Pin Position
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FIGURE 3 - ARRANGEMENT OF CLUSTERS IN OFF-CENTRE
POSITIONS

a) Group of 4 Arrangement .
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FIGURE 4 - POSITIONS OF NEUTRON SOURCES AND DETECTORS
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